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Praise For Zero Limits "This riveting book may awaken humanity. If you're looking for true peace along
with 'the nutrients,' then this book is for you personally. In Zero Limits, Vitale provides captured the fact
all great spiritual, scientific, and psychological principles teach at most fundamental level.com "There are
a lot more than 6 billion different manifestations of individual existence on the planet? It's that great." ----
Debbie Ford, NY Times bestselling author of The Dark Side of the Light Chasers "I love this book! I feel it
will be the definitive personal-change/self-help book for at least a generation and viewed as a watershed
event by historians. There is real potential for this publication to start out a movement which will end war,
poverty, and the environmental devastation of our much loved world.CardioSecret." ---- Marc Gitterle,
MD, www." ---- Craig Perrine, www. It blows away all the complex and confusing achievement
paradigms of the past and reveals a refreshing and obvious path to transform your life with just one
simple stage.MaverickMarketer.com "This book is like a stay of dynamite, and as soon as you start
reading, the fuse is lit. As you explore Zero Limits with Vitale, be prepared for a journey that's both
complicated and inspiring beyond anything you've imagined. You should obtain ten copies of it----one for
you personally and nine to provide away.and only one folks here. It's all located in appreciate by an
author spreading love. Boil everything down to the basics and the keys are quite simple---- the answer to
all life's challenges is profound love and gratitude. Read this reserve; it's a reminder of the truth and
ability you currently have." ---- James Arthur Ray, philosopher and bestselling author of Practical
Spirituality and The Technology of Success "Wow! This publication elegantly sketches what I've learned
and learned about in twenty-one years of personal study, and then it requires it to the next level." ----
Cindy Cashman, www." ---- David Garfinkel, writer of Advertising Headlines THAT PRODUCE You Rich
"Zero Limits is usually Vitale's adventure in to the most mind-altering reading connection with your
life.com "We couldn't put it straight down. This is the best and most important book Vitale has ever
written! It reveals the simple power of four phrases to transform your daily life.FirstSpaceWedding." ----
Joseph Sugarman, President, BluBlocker Sunglasses, Inc.
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ugh I really like Ho'oponopono but I couldnt produce it through this book. He's so lengthy winded! It
might change your life immensely.. This is a tough review to create. He even says that he was known as
the J guy of business! You possess an incredible exotic sports car. Try'the SIMPLEST WAY to Live. I am
not really a follower per-say, and I really do not think it is essential to attend and adhere to a method." by
Mabel Katz or "HO'OPONOPONO SECRETS" by Paul Jackson for a much more understandable and to
the idea description of the technique.! Hew Len preserved this publication!, make a few conferences
using the Ho?oponopono. I've found on a few Youtube webpages as well as a few books on this subject.
And today this book. It really is a true story, and provides been validated by the author and many others.
Don't get me wrong, this book has some very advice by Dr. Great Love it Game Changer! However,
within the first handful of pages of the book, the author's accurate revelation is proven (he's an writer,
businessman, offered audio and DVD's, lost fat, interviewed with big brands in the entertainment sector,
etc). My impression on Mr. It is the sheer pounds of everything that seems to betray an intrinsic insecurity
or dependence on praise that then -- again ironically -- eliminates from the Horatio Alger story of Joe
Vitale.Through out the book Mr.Which means this publication is co-authored by Hew Len, and even
though it is very different from other functions of Joe Vitale --in a sense-- I do appreciate Vitale's
innocence and manner of composing in this reserve. J guy meaning Jesus!The knowledge is simple, why
does he promote his other books so much? Vital certainly has the money to search out the good Dr. Since
2013, I've been attracted to the Ho'oponopono philosophy and in the process began research onto it since
last calendar year. Over the years, I've learned, specifically with spiritual curing modalities, you can truly
receive the gist and core-essence of some teachings and teachers, even better from afar than personally,
since personalities COULD get in the way. Personally i think as though he sort of used Dr. Hew Len to
upgrade his very own business and entrepreneurship even future. . It’s a whole lot of information. What
an (Almost) Great Book!TODAY I have decided I will give a copy of the book to every person I meet..
This book truly has a magic, mystical, potentially life-changing insight that is certainly great. Hew Len
carries that makes this book important, and Joe Vitale was the ideal person as a first-encounter witness to
the process. With one big caveat: Be prepared to just flip through many webpages at the same time. The
meat of the book is usually riveting, and marvelous. Unfortunately this meats is definitely riddled and
marbled with a greasy fats of unbelievable self-advertising and self-congratulatory praise. Life
changing!Simply being simple also to the point. "The Attractor Element" was an unbelievable best-seller
-- #1 1 even!he continues on and on taking you via an excruciatingly long trip about how HE discovered
Ho'oponopono. People keep you in reverence like a prophet. The reserve came in good shape. The irony
here's that I will probably purchase some other of your item set because of the basic content of this book.
To potential readers, on the Kindle, you get the gist of most of it somewhere within 37% and 50%.. I am
not really suggesting the book must have been written as if by a Benedictine Monk; THAT IS TRUE, to
the point that the criminal ward was closed after roughly 3 years. Vitale was a little off to says the least
and I would trust a comment made by another individual who reviewed this book, "Poor story telling".All-
in-almost all, take with notice. Obtain the book. I just wanted to know very well what Ho'oponopono was
and how to implement it. People really need a lot of healing, and this gets at it from an extremely deep
and unique position. Excersice, same info is available at less cost This is my first book on the subject and I
recognized his name, therefore i purchased it. I wished i got looked more.. Having found his additional
books after scanning this, I do not experience the same vibe at all, although "At Zero" provides good
appearance at Hew Len's teacher, a lady "Treasure" of Hawaii --so I appreciate that one too.. Hew
Len.!!Who promises this?? Great practices to start. I am reading over and over. Mr.Move on, there are
other books with the same info and less or zero personal promotion. I also like the fact there are many
used copies available . Like so many others have said, it’s nothing more after that paragraph after
paragraph of “I met this Hawaiian man and we discussed stuff, I can’t let you know what stuff because it’s



crazy confidential and I signed a nondisclosure agreement, but you can learn what I learned In the event
that you head to this seminar”. After that it becomes somewhat repetitive (good if you want the
reinforcement) but even more infuriating with all the current plugs and promotion. This is actually the
story of the psychologist who healed a whole criminal ward facility of heavily drugged criminal patients -
WITHOUT SEEING THEM IN PERSON IN THERAPY! Dr.! the tale of Joe's success can be an allegory for
all those, and in context, snippets of that success arc make sense. I bought this book (on lower price)
because I needed to know more about this philosophy. Okay. Previously, I was often surprised that this
publication should come to my interest so frequently. You may not need to take it in the "money"
direction per-state, although you could if there is a need.BUT as I have reflected on this, as to the reasons
I've gifted this book more than any various other, to more people, and why it keeps returning to me, it is
this: It is about the space it holds. I deeply appreciated the message and honesty of this book . It is really
about what is in it, "the energy", as they say. And its own message of healing, in its simplicity, is needed
on a extremely very very large scale for everyone.This is why I have gifted this book more than any other,
and today made a decision to gift it to everyone I know, beginning at least with people that have whom I
have frequent contact.Truly mind expanding . this book is FULL of Mr.. Makes it easier to gift it more
regularly, and recommend it to more folks. PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE DO. When it's not making you
angry.Watching everything offered by Dr. It's a good read It's a good read, that advertisements another
dimension if you are racking your brains on what functions for you personally in spiritual conditions.
There are plenty of free videos and components obtainable.. There's a chapter filled with emails from
individual who attended the tiny conferences made up of lawyers, people, psychologist, and folks who
make an extremely substantial income. Clear! But why not, you can slap an abundance token on it if you
would like, for better profits! Help to make it a journey of discovery. After all, I browse many spiritual
books, and some are stronger than this, within their own way. Once again, it is what Dr. So, for that, I'd,
and can just recommend it. Vitale makes delicate hints advertising his websites, and accomplishments
which, in my opinion, drowns out the real reason for him searching for Dr. Vitale's advertising and
ego.But I am not a big enthusiast of cash enterprises, and usually am not drawn to the majority of their
books generally. I would title this reserve rather something like, "THE REALITY of Repentance and
Forgiveness". That speaks more to the message of the reserve than the given title, in my discoveries of-
course.The most crucial thing is to deepen the practice, and recognize how it continues to work in you
and on you, and what keeps arising as you do. 100 percent responsible and empowered to make my
encounter and Clean- work on ideas or inspirations as they unfold Clean and forget about the others and
trust the inherent goodness of the innerverse/outerverse - Simple and elegant - i like it Most likely the next
step beyond “ the key”. Vitale, I obtain it.Thank you -A Friend. Mind opening in its depth and content
Though right now i come from a more secular “ i am i am , my own best power in my quantum field “ -
personally i think surrendering to a therefore called higher cause outside yourself is flawed and a part of
the incorrect direction - but if you replace “divine” or “ god “ with “ my best expanded creative self “ it
works like a charm for me . The simpleness of its message is definitely a very important factor, and parts
of it might be refuted. I also like the fact there are many utilized copies available for circulation in hard-
duplicate, even at a lower price, in fact it is carried in many used bookstores, libraries, etc. But then again
who knows what might have happened if it was entitled "THE REALITY of Repentance and Forgiveness".
I know i will be rereading often - already on the next book in the series .Highly recommended . Incredible.
Or maybe it was just me wanting more from this publication than what the name actually shows. In fact it
is not really a subject that can be completely grasped in one reading.? Hew Len. Mr.? Clear! Clear!
However, to each their personal, as some many have to actually attend the many workshops, spend the
amount of money, and participate with others, to be able to appreciate its depth. Life altering I do not
have the words expressing how profound this book is to me. It speaks to my soul. This was my second



period reading it and I experienced it completely different. Hew Len, the psychologist and Kahuna
practitioner. The reserve has advice that when put to practice is useful, whatever you subscribe to. I
understand all these things because you never -- ever -- hesitate to tell me. Four Stars Great book Just a
marketing ploy for the authors additional products This book is horrible.. After that it proceeds to sprinkle
the brands of all the other books he’s written and websites selling the infomercial caliber junk he’s
hawking again and again in the obvious hope that repetitiveness will motivate you to check these things
out and make him more money.
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